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Abstract—Axial-null illumination (ANI) is proposed to simplify the calibration of microwave imaging systems. The illumination also enhances the spatial resolution. ANI can be achieved with various array configurations, but a minimum of two transmitting antennas are required, which is a well-known form of differential illumination. Here, ANI is achieved with four transmitting antennas, and its implementation is investigated in a planar scanning scenario. The receiving antenna resides at the radiation null of the ANI array. Back-scattered reception requires an antenna at the center of the ANI array whereas forward-scattered reception requires an antenna aligned with the ANI axis, but on the opposite side of the imaged volume. The most important advantage of the proposed imaging setup is that it eliminates the need for background (or baseline) measurements, thus simplifying the system calibration. Also, it is proven that at least two-fold improvement in the spatial resolution can be achieved in near-field imaging scenarios compared to the conventional single-source illumination.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent efforts in microwave imaging target a variety of short-range applications such as concealed weapon detection, through-the-wall imaging, non-destructive testing and evaluation, biomedical diagnostics, etc. [1–6]. The scanning hardware usually employs acquisition surfaces of canonical shapes: planar, cylindrical, or hemispherical, which simplifies the reconstruction process. The data (back-scattered and/or forward-scattered signals) can be acquired either through mechanical scanning or through electronically-switched arrays. The transmitting antennas are designed to conform to the respective surface shape and to have the radiation maximum more or less along boresight and aiming at the center of the examined volume. This design choice achieves stronger scattering signals from possible targets — the stronger the illumination is, the stronger the scattered field. Further, in forward-scattered (transmission coefficient) data acquisition, it is customary to align at least one of the receiving antennas (the sensors) along the transmitters’ boresight in order to minimize the signal path, thereby maximizing the signal strength. In back-scattered (reflection coefficient) data acquisition, it is customary to use the same antenna as a transmitter and a receiver along with a duplexing device that separates the incoming (reflected) signal from the outgoing (transmitted) one.

Multi-illumination configurations, also known as illumination-diversity techniques, have been used widely in microwave imaging [7–15]. At the expense of increased hardware complexity, such configurations allow for more accurate target shape reconstruction and localization. This is a consequence of collecting data from multiple perspectives. Illumination diversity along with frequency diversity can drastically improve the performance of microwave imaging provided the design of the system is optimal.

It is known that multi-illumination data improve the spatial resolution [8–15]. Since the object under test (OUT) is simultaneously illuminated by multiple sources, the scattered signals produce a coherent summation of the field due to a scattering center. For example, in diffraction tomography,
this improves the image angular resolution, which is equivalent to reducing the necessary rotation angles [8, 9]. In the quasi-monostatic frequency-swept imaging system in [8], three transmitting antennas are used, the boresight axes of which are at 0°, 30°, and −30° angles with respect to the radial line through the center of the imaged plane. At the same time, the receiving antenna boresight is at an angle of 0°. This leads to three-fold improvement in the spatial resolution compared to a single-source illumination using the same angular sampling rate.

Microwave multi-static tomography systems such as [11–15] can also achieve improvement in resolution due to the multiple viewing angles. Such systems employ circular switched arrays where, at each measurement, one antenna transmits, and all others receive. However, due to reciprocity, the acquired signals can also be interpreted as due to multiple transmitters with a single receiver. Similarly, the reciprocity concept has been exploited in the ultrawideband (UWB) radar systems such as that in [10], where only one antenna transmits and 24 antennas receive back-scattered signals. A major advantage of the radar-based imaging over the tomographic imaging is its relatively simple and robust signal processing [16]. Some examples of the multistatic UWB radar microwave imaging systems are presented in [17] and [18]. They employ 31 antennas which can operate as transmitters or as receivers: while one antenna transmits, the measured field is acquired by the remaining 30 antennas.

Finally, the different strategies can be combined in order to achieve an improved resolution. These strategies can be algorithmic such as multi-resolution iterative inversion or edge preserving regularization, and hardware-oriented such as multi-illumination or multi-frequency excitation. For example, a multi-illumination setup used in conjunction with the multi-resolution iterative inversion is discussed in [19–21].

This paper starts with the presentation of a rigorous theory of the spatial resolution for the case of multi-illumination schemes. The cross-range resolution limits with planar scanning are derived analytically in the far zone allowing for a comparison between the conventional single-source illumination and the double-source illumination. These limits are then validated through inversion with the direct reconstruction method proposed in [22], referred to as scattered-power mapping (SPM). This method is fast (quasi-real time), easy to implement and accurate within the limits of the linear Born approximation. The reconstruction is applied to two sets of simulated data acquired by a four-antenna array and by the conventional illumination. The respective images provide the estimated resolution limits in both cases. Next, the axial-null illumination for near-field microwave imaging is introduced. In addition to the improved cross-range resolution, the important advantage of the proposed illumination scheme is that it eliminates the need for background (or baseline) measurements, thus simplifying the system calibration.

2. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF SPATIAL RESOLUTION LIMITS

2.1. Cross-Range Resolution

To estimate the cross-range resolution limit, consider the planar scanning scenario depicted in Fig. 1. The scan is along x and y whereas z is the depth (or range) direction. It is assumed that the scatterer lies in a fixed cross-range plane \( z = z_0 \) where its contrast function is given by \( f(x', y', z_0) \). Under the linear Born approximation, a signal in a planar acquisition can be viewed as the 2D convolution of the contrast function and the point-spread function (PSF) of the measurement system \( S_0 [23] \):

\[
S(x, y, z_A) = \int \int f(x', y', z_0) \cdot S_0(x - x', y - y', z_0) \, dx' \, dy',
\]

where \( z_A \) is the fixed z-coordinate of the acquisition plane whereas \( x \) and \( y \) indicate the location of the measurement point. \( S_0(x, y, z_0) \) is a short-hand notation for \( S_0(x, y, z_0) \equiv S_\delta(x, y, z_A; 0, 0, z_0) \) (2) and it describes the system’s centered PSF, i.e., the signal recorded at \( (x, y, z_A) \), when a point (\( \delta \)-function) scatterer is located at the center \( (0, 0, z_0) \) of the imaged plane. The subscript in \( S_\delta \) emphasizes that this signal is due to a point scatterer.
Figure 1. Illustration of the antenna and target positions in planar raster scanning in the case of conventional single antenna illumination: (a) monostatic, (b) bi-static.

In Fourier (or \(k\)) space, Eq. (1) can be written as
\[
\tilde{S}(k_x, k_y, z_A) = \tilde{f}(k_x, k_y, z_0) \cdot \tilde{S}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0),
\]
which allows for expressing the 2D Fourier transform (FT) of the unknown contrast function as
\[
\tilde{f}(k_x, k_y, z_0) = \frac{\tilde{S}(k_x, k_y, z_A)}{\tilde{S}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0)}.
\]
Here, \(\tilde{S}\) and \(\tilde{S}_0\) denote the 2D FT of \(S\) and \(S_0\), respectively. It should be noted that (4) is not used directly in practical inversion schemes because \(\tilde{S}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0)\) may have near-zero values, or a system of equations based on Eq. (3) may be ill-posed and/or over-determined. Here, Eq. (4) is used only to illustrate the impact of the limits of the signal extent in \(k\)-space on the spatial resolution and to estimate the limits of this resolution.

Assuming that Eq. (4) is valid, the contrast function can be reconstructed using
\[
\hat{f}(x, y, z_0) = \mathcal{F}_{2D}^{-1}\left\{\frac{\tilde{S}(k_x, k_y, z_A)}{\tilde{S}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0)}\right\},
\]
where \(\mathcal{F}_{2D}^{-1}\) denotes the 2D inverse FT, and \(\hat{f}\) is the estimate of \(f\).

Consider a point scatterer at \((x_0, y_0)\) in the \(z_0\) plane. Its contrast function is defined as
\[
f_\delta(x, y) = \delta(x - x_0)\delta(y - y_0).
\]
In 2D \(k\)-space, this scatterer appears as
\[
\tilde{f}_\delta(k_x, k_y, z_0) = e^{-j k_x x_0 - j k_y y_0}.
\]

From Eq. (3), the FT of the system PSF is obtained as
\[
\tilde{S}_\delta(k_x, k_y, z_A) = e^{-j k_x x_0 - j k_y y_0} \cdot \tilde{S}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0).
\]
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (5) produces the reconstructed contrast function, which is in the form of a 2D \(\text{sinc}\) function (centered at \(x_0, y_0\)) due to the finite spectral range limited between \(-k_\xi^{\max}\) and \(+k_\xi^{\max}\), \(\xi = x, y\). These limits depend on the spectral content of \(\tilde{S}_0\), which in turn depends on the size of the scanned aperture as well as the transmitting and receiving antenna radiation patterns. The first null of the \(\text{sinc}\) function, which estimates the actual \(\delta\)-function contrast, determines the cross-range resolution limits as:
\[
\delta_x = \frac{\pi}{k_x^{\max}}, \quad \delta_y = \frac{\pi}{k_y^{\max}}.
\]
Thus, the available spectral width in $k$-space is critical in improving the cross-range resolution. Also, note that Eq. (5) is an approximation that yields the best possible resolution for the given spectral limits. As the scatterer moves from the center of the imaged scene and toward the edge of the acquisition aperture, the cross-range resolution will deteriorate.

2.1.1. Conventional Boresight Illumination

In order to compare the spectral width of the signals acquired with the conventional boresight illumination and those acquired with ANI, it is beneficial to analyze the simplified problem of a linear scan along the $x$-axis where the target is in the far zone of the transmitting (Tx) and the receiving (Rx) antennas. Let $x$ be the position of the Tx/Rx antenna pair with respect to the target (see Fig. 1). The faster the acquired signal $S(x)$ changes with $x$, the broader its spectrum is in $k_x$ space. Thus, increasing the sensitivity of the signal $dS/dx$ is equal to increasing the spectral width $k_{x}^{\text{max}}$, which in turn means better resolution.

As discussed before, the available spectral range in Fourier space is determined by that of the system PSF, $S_0(x, z_0)$, which is the signal acquired at $x$ when a point scatterer is located at $(x_0 = 0, z_0)$; see Eq. (2). Let $z_0$ be such that the range distances from the scatterer to the planes of the transmitter and the receiver are $D_{tx}$ and $D_{rx}$, respectively; see Fig. 1. For simplicity, we consider the scenario where the receiving and transmitting antennas are co-located (see the monostatic-case illustration in Fig. 1(a)) or they are on the opposite sides of the target but scan together the $x$-line while remaining aligned along each other’s boresight (see the bistatic-case illustration in Fig. 1(b)). The scanned aperture has length $L_a$ so that $x \in [-0.5L_a, 0.5L_a]$.

The far-zone assumption allows for neglecting the amplitude variation of the received signal, so that

$$S_0(x) \approx S_a(x) = e^{-jk(R_{tx}+R_{rx})}. \quad (10)$$

Here, $R_{tx}(x) = \sqrt{D_{tx}^2 + x^2}$ and $R_{rx}(x) = \sqrt{D_{rx}^2 + x^2}$. The subscript in $S_a$ emphasizes that the expression is only approximate. The signal derivative with respect to $x$ is found as

$$\frac{dS_a}{dx} = -jk(\sin \theta_{tx} + \sin \theta_{rx}) \cdot S_a(x), \quad (11)$$

where $\sin \theta_{tx} = x/R_{tx}$ and $\sin \theta_{rx} = x/R_{rx}$. It is apparent that the maximum derivative occurs at the largest values of $\theta_{tx}$ and $\theta_{rx}$, i.e., when the antennas are at the edge of the aperture:

$$\sin \theta_{tx}^{\text{max}} = \frac{L_a}{2R_{tx}}; \quad \sin \theta_{rx}^{\text{max}} = \frac{L_a}{2R_{rx}}. \quad (12)$$

Therefore, the signals acquired at the aperture’s edge contribute to the highest spectral content of $\hat{S}_0(k_x)$. The spatial frequencies of this content can be estimated by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (11), where $\sin \theta_{tx}$ and $\sin \theta_{rx}$ are assumed relatively constant (with respect to $x$) close to their maximum values. This yields the estimate of the maximum spatial frequency as

$$|k_{x}^{\text{max}}| \approx k(\sin \theta_{tx}^{\text{max}} + \sin \theta_{rx}^{\text{max}}). \quad (13)$$

In the best case scenario, $\theta_{tx}^{\text{max}} \to 90^\circ$ and $\theta_{rx}^{\text{max}} \to 90^\circ$. Then, $|k_{x}^{\text{max}}| \approx 2k$ and, according to Eq. (9),

$$\delta_x = \frac{\pi}{|k_{x}^{\text{max}}|} \approx \frac{\lambda}{4}. \quad (14)$$

This is the well-known diffraction limit of imaging with far-zone data. More generally,

$$\delta_x \approx \frac{\lambda}{2(\sin \theta_{tx}^{\text{max}} + \sin \theta_{rx}^{\text{max}})}. \quad (15)$$

Here, $\theta_{tx}^{\text{max}}$ and $\theta_{rx}^{\text{max}}$ are determined by the size of the acquisition aperture, see Eq. (12) or by the antenna beamwidths, whichever is less. It is clear that wide-beamwidth antennas (e.g., omnidirectional antennas) are preferable as they provide wider viewing angles of the imaged object thereby improving the spatial resolution. Also, we recognize that larger values of $\theta_{tx}^{\text{max}}$ and $\theta_{rx}^{\text{max}}$ imply longer signal paths in the planar acquisition considered here. In a lossy propagation medium, this means loss of information at larger angles, which would degrade the resolution performance additionally.
2.1.2. Double-source Illumination

In the case of double-source illumination, the scattered signal due to a point scatterer in the differential case is approximated as

\[ S_{0,0}(x) \approx S_{da}(x) = \left( e^{-jkR_{tx1}} - e^{-jkR_{tx2}} \right) e^{-jkR_{rx}}, \]  

whereas in the in-phase case, it is

\[ S_{0,0}(x) \approx S_{da}(x) = \left( e^{-jkR_{tx1}} + e^{-jkR_{tx2}} \right) e^{-jkR_{rx}}. \]

Here, \( R_{tx1} \) and \( R_{tx2} \) are the distances from sources 1 and 2 to the scatterer, respectively (see Fig. 2). If the angle defined by the vectors \( R_{tx1} \) and \( R_{tx2} \) (i.e., the angle supported by the double source when the vertex is at the scatterer’s center) is sufficiently small, then

\[ R_{tx1} \approx R_{tx} + 0.5s \cdot \sin \theta_{tx}, \]
\[ R_{tx2} \approx R_{tx} - 0.5s \cdot \sin \theta_{tx}. \]

This condition is fulfilled in the far zone of the double-source array or when \( \theta_{tx} \) and \( \theta_{rx} \) tend to 90°. Then, \( S_{da}(x) \) and \( S_{da}(x) \) can be written in terms of \( S_a \), see Eq. (10), as

\[ S_{da}(x) = S_a(x) \cdot 2j \sin (0.5ks \sin \theta_{tx}). \]

Analogously, from Eq. (17) we get

\[ S_{da}(x) = S_a(x) \cdot 2 \cos (0.5ks \sin \theta_{tx}). \]

The argument \( 0.5ks \sin \theta_{tx} \) can also be written as

\[ \frac{k}{2} \sin \theta_{tx} = \frac{k}{2R_{tx}} \cdot x. \]

This result indicates an increase in the spectral content of \( \tilde{S}_{da} \) and \( \tilde{S}_{da} \) as compared to \( \tilde{S}_a \) by \( k/2R_{tx} \). This increase would be insignificant if \( R_{tx} \gg s \). However, in near-field imaging, where \( R_{tx} \approx s \), the spectral width would double. Note that the highest spectral components in the system PSF arise when the receiver/transmitter pair is at the edge of the acquisition aperture, in which case the approximations in Eq. (18) hold in the near zone as well.
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**Figure 2.** Illustration of the antenna and target positions in planar raster scanning in the case of differential illumination: (a) monostatic, (b) bi-static.
To appreciate this effect in real \((x)\) space, we can write explicitly the derivatives of the differential and the in-phase PSFs as

\[
\frac{dS^-_{da}}{dx} = -jk(\sin \theta_{tx} + \sin \theta_{rx})S^-_{da} + j \frac{ks}{D_{tx}} \cos \left( \frac{ks}{2} \sin \theta_{tx} \right) \cdot \cos^3 \theta_{tx} \cdot S_{a}
\]

and

\[
\frac{dS^+_{da}}{dx} = -jk(\sin \theta_{tx} + \sin \theta_{rx})S^+_{da} - \frac{ks}{D_{tx}} \sin \left( \frac{ks}{2} \sin \theta_{tx} \right) \cdot \cos^3 \theta_{tx} \cdot S_{a}.
\]

In the right-hand sides of Eqs. (22) and (23), the first terms indicate the presence of high spectral components due to signals at the aperture’s edge such that \(|k_{max}^x| \approx k(\sin \theta_{max}^x + \sin \theta_{max}^{rx})\). This is a result equivalent to the case of the single-source illumination considered above. On the other hand, when \(\theta_{tx}, \theta_{rx} \to 0^\circ\) the response sensitivity with the single-source illumination is zero as per Eq. (11), i.e., the response is insensitive to variations in the cross-range position of the target. This is also the case with the in-phase double-source illumination, i.e., \(dS^+_{da}/dx \to 0\) for \(x \to 0\). However, the signal sensitivity with the differential illumination remains nonzero:

\[
\left. \frac{dS^-_{da}}{dx} \right|_{\theta_{tx}, \theta_{rx} \to 0} \approx j \frac{ks}{D_{tx}} \cdot S_{a}(x = 0).
\]

In summary, the cross-range resolution can be improved by at least a factor of 2 in near-field imaging by using double-source illumination such that the element separation is comparable to the range distance. The improvement is due to the introduction of incident field patterns that vary spatially faster than the one obtained with a single source. The effect can be further enhanced by using arrays consisting of more than 2 elements. This finding is particularly important in the imaging of lossy objects often encountered in non-destructive testing and medical (tissue) imaging. In this case, near-field data acquisition is a necessity since the signals attenuate fast and must be captured close to the abnormalities that generate them. Moreover, the angles \(\theta_{max}^x\) and \(\theta_{max}^{rx}\) are severely limited by the attenuation associated with longer signal paths. Thus, it is important to have high signal sensitivity to target positions centered on and around the aperture’s axis, which is not the case with the single-source illumination. In this respect, an optimal choice is the differential (or the ANI) array configuration. The ANI configuration offers the added and very important advantage of eliminating the need to acquire the baseline (or reference) system response as this response is simply zero (or nearly so).

### 2.2. Range Resolution

It is well known that the range resolution limit with far-zone measurements is given by \([24]\)

\[
\delta_z \approx \frac{c}{2B}.
\]

Here, \(B = (\omega_{max} - \omega_{min})/2\pi\) is the signal bandwidth.

It is clear that the range resolution depends primarily on the frequency bandwidth. Therefore, the double-source illumination is not expected to bring substantial improvement in this regard. This can also be understood by considering the signal sensitivity with respect to variations in the range position of a target. The double-source illumination introduces a rapidly-varying incident field in the lateral direction thus improving the cross-range resolution. However, it does not change significantly the field’s behavior along range in comparison with the conventional illumination. We briefly note that the range resolution could be improved by introducing 3D illuminating arrays or multiple planes of acquisition along range. This problem’s solution is not pursued here.

### 3. BACKGROUND DE-EMBEDDING

Figure 3(a) shows a simple example of the conventional illumination scheme. Two antennas, aligned along each other’s boresight, form a two-port network together with the imaged volume. Each antenna may operate as a transmitter (Tx) and as a receiver (Rx) thus allowing for the acquisition of two
reflection and two transmission coefficients. This configuration can be expanded into an electronically-switched array or can be scanned mechanically. Often, both electronic switching and mechanical scanning are employed since the spatial sampling rate of electronically-switched arrays may not be sufficient.

In both transmission and reflection measurements, the single-source illumination scheme results in relatively strong received signals even when the scatterer-free background is measured. These signals are referred to as the baseline signals, which are representative of the incident-field component in the scattering equations. The baseline signals are clearly significant with forward measurements since in this scenario, the transmitter and at least one sensor are aligned along each other's boresight while operating without any obstruction. The baseline reflected signals may also be strong relative to the reflection from a weak scatterer since achieving a perfect impedance match of the antenna is difficult, especially in a wide frequency range.

In view of the above, it is clear that when an object under test (OUT) is examined, the acquired signal $S_{OUT}$ contains two components: one due to the baseline signal, which can be interpreted as the incident-field signal component, and one due to the signal scattered from the OUT, which can be interpreted as the scattered-field component. We are interested in the scattered-field component $S_{sc}$ as it carries information about the target.

The baseline signal $S_{RO}$ is acquired with a measurement in the background medium, here referred to as the reference object (RO). The acquisition of $S_{RO}$ is part of the system calibration and is, in principle, independent of any subsequent OUT measurements. Then, the baseline signal $S_{RO}$ is subtracted from $S_{OUT}$ to obtain an estimate of $S_{sc}$, $S_{sc} = S_{OUT} - S_{RO}$. This simple approach to background de-embedding is based on the assumption that the mutual coupling between the acquisition hardware and the target can be neglected and the OUT signal is simply a superposition of the baseline and the scattered signals.

Two main problems ensue due to the need to estimate the baseline signal $S_{RO}$. First, the respective calibration measurements are needed — often performed before each OUT measurement. Second, the baseline signal contains systematic and stochastic noise and uncertainties at levels comparable to those contained in $S_{OUT}$. Provided the baseline measurement is performed under exactly the same circumstances as those of the OUT — a challenging requirement on its own — the systematic errors should cancel. Unfortunately, stochastic noise and uncertainties in the positioning do not cancel.

To address the above problems, here we propose a new axial-null illumination (ANI) scheme (Fig. 3(b)). The ANI can be viewed as the 2D extension of the differential illumination discussed above. It is inspired by the same illumination concept used in optical lithography for improving the spatial resolution [25, 26]. An alternative term, “off-axis illumination” (OAI), is also used in the optical literature. In principle, ANI can be used in planar, cylindrical and spherical scanners, although in this
work, we focus on its application with planar scanning.

Since ANI is a multi-source illumination, it has an enhanced cross-range resolution in near-field measurements as proved above. However, an additional advantage of such illumination is in reducing the noise and uncertainty in the data by decreasing significantly the strength of the baseline signals. Ideally, these signals should be zero due to the intrinsic antisymmetry of the illumination. In practice, they are suppressed down to the noise floor of the receiver or the measurement uncertainties. Most importantly, near-zero baseline signals allow to forego the calibration measurements in the background medium.

It should be noted that due to a null along the central axis, ANI may be viewed as somewhat similar to null steering antennas (NSA) used in the wireless communications industry [27, 28]. GPS systems, for example, are vulnerable to electromagnetic jamming because of the wide angular coverage. By reconfiguring the radiation pattern, NSA can generate a null in a given direction where the interference source is located. However, steering of the radiation pattern null is not needed in microwave imaging. Also, ANI has only one fixed null along its central axis for the purpose of having near-zero baseline signals as well as the large gradient of the incident field, which makes it different from the NSA applications.

4. ANI: SETUP AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

A simulation example of an ANI transmitting arrangement using FEKO [29] is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). This particular configuration consists of 4 transmitting and 2 receiving dipoles. Both receiving antennas are centered on the axis of the ANI. The dipole Rx1 is used to acquire back-scattered signals whereas the antenna along the ANI axis but on the opposite side of the imaged volume (Rx2) acquires the forward-scattered signals.

The goal of ANI, as explained earlier, is to ensure zero baseline signals, i.e., zero field along the ANI’s axis, in a background medium that is uniform or layered. Depending on the antenna elements, there are at least two planar arrangements that can achieve this goal. These are illustrated in Fig. 4 where dipoles are used. These two arrangements have the same geometry, i.e., the dipoles’ spacing and orientations are the same, but their phasing differs. The first arrangement (in Fig. 4(a)) features 2 mutually orthogonal planes of antisymmetry intersecting at the ANI’s center. The second one (shown in Fig. 4(b)) has two pairs of such planes of antisymmetry.
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Figure 4. Top view of the two cases of the ANI design with dipoles: (a) with 2 antisymmetry planes, and (b) with 4 antisymmetry planes. The planes of antisymmetry are shown with dash lines.

The proposed illumination scheme may appear counter-intuitive as it is clear that if a target is located along the ANI’s axis, it is not going to be detected — it is not illuminated, therefore, it does not scatter. However, ANI creates an illumination interference pattern (see Fig. 5). While a null of this pattern lies at its center, maxima reside nearby. Depending on the separation between the ANI elements, the distance to the target and the wavelength, the field maxima can be anywhere between one
Figure 5. Screenshot from a FEKO simulation showing the $E$-field strength in a plane intersecting the RO (background medium) at a distance of 20 mm from the plane of the ANI in the case of the configuration in: (a) Fig. 5(a) (2 antisymmetry planes) at 3 GHz; (b) Fig. 5(b) (4 antisymmetry planes) at 3 GHz; (c) Fig. 5(a) (2 antisymmetry planes) at 11 GHz; (d) Fig. 5(b) (4 antisymmetry planes) at 11 GHz. The separation between the ANI elements is 70 mm.

and two times stronger than the boresight maximum created by a single element provided comparable power is fed to each of the ANI array elements. If the interference pattern changes sufficiently fast in space, even a slight displacement of a target from the center disturbs the field antisymmetry and results in a non-zero received signal. This signal is a purely scattered signal, i.e., ideally, it does not have an incident-field component ($S_{RO} = 0$).

The design of the ANI array depends on the choice of its antenna elements. With the antenna elements known, the design involves choosing the separation distance between them as well as determining their orientation, which is dependent mostly on the antenna polarization. The ANI array can be optimized for best sensitivity by requiring that: (i) the field along the central axis (the $z$ axis in Fig. 3) is zero; (ii) within the square area defined by the centers of the ANI elements, there are at least four maxima of the interference pattern. The latter requirement ensures that the strength of the scattered signal is no less than that in conventional illumination since the signal path from a maximum of the interference pattern to the receiving antenna is not much longer compared to the signal path along the boresight axis. It also ensures large field gradient at the ANI array axis leading to high sensitivity to the position of the scatterer.

We approach the problem of choosing the optimal separation of the ANI elements by considering the simpler 2D differential arrangement, which consists of two out-of-phase transmitters. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 6, where $d$ is the focusing distance, i.e., the distance between the line of the transmitters (Tx1 and Tx2) and the line of the imaged points. The two lines are parallel. In Fig. 6, $x_o$ is the observation point, $s$ is the separation between the two elements, $R_i$ ($i = 1, 2$) is the distance between the $i$-th transmitter and the observation point. To obtain an analytical estimate, the problem is further simplified by assuming point sources. The point sources approximation (also known as isotropic source approximation) is commonly exploited in far-field estimations and analyses of antenna arrays since the results can be easily augmented to represent realistic antennas via a simple multiplication with the antenna pattern. Therefore, the point-source simplification is valid as long as the focusing plane is not
Figure 6. The differential illumination as a 2D ANI version.

in the reactive near field of the antenna element.

For the case illustrated in Fig. 6, the field at the observation point $x_o$ can be written as the superposition

$$E_{inc}^{x}(x_o) \propto e^{-jkR_1} - e^{-jkR_2},$$

(26)

where $k$ is the wavenumber of the background medium. Note that when the background medium is lossy, it can be properly accounted for in the expression for $k$. A maximum of the interference pattern is required at $x_o \le s/2$ at the lowest frequency (or the largest wavelength $\lambda_{max}$). The distances from Tx1 and Tx2 to $x_o, \text{max} = s/2$ are

$$R_1 = \sqrt{d^2 + s^2},$$

and

$$R_2 = d,$$

(27)

The constructive interference occurs when

$$kR_2 = kR_1 + \pi(2n + 1), n = 0, 1, \ldots,$$

(28)

where $n = 0$ corresponds to the first maximum. Therefore, with $n = 0$, the equation for a maximum at $x_{o,\text{max}} = s/2$ is

$$\sqrt{d^2 + s^2} - d = 0.5,$$

(29)

where $\bar{d} = d/\lambda_{max}$, $\bar{s} = s/\lambda_{max}$. The relation between $\bar{s}$ and $\bar{d}$ can then be found as

$$\bar{d} = \bar{s}^2 - 0.25, \bar{s} > 0.5 \quad \text{or} \quad s > \frac{\lambda_{max}}{2}.$$

(30)

The requirements for dense sampling and large gradient of the incident-field distribution demand as small separation $s$ as possible. On the other hand, the separation is limited from below by the size of the ANI elements and the need to minimize mutual coupling. Thus, the requirement $s \ge \lambda_{max}/2$ is usually met in practice. Conversely, if a specific focusing distance $d$ is required (typically centered in the middle of the imaged volume), then $s$ can be determined using (30). Note that the choice of $\bar{s}$ and $\bar{d}$ has implications for the spatial resolution as well. These were discussed in the previous section.

Figure 7 illustrates the field distribution at 3 GHz obtained analytically using (26). The longest wavelength (in air) is $\lambda_{max} \approx 100 \text{mm}$. The separation is set at $s = 70 \text{mm}$. Three distributions are shown corresponding to $d = 15 \text{mm}$, $24 \text{mm}$ and $35 \text{mm}$. According to (30), at $d_0 = 24 \text{mm}$, the field-strength peaks are aligned with the separation $s$. This is indeed the case as is evident from Fig. 7. For $d < d_0$, the peaks shift inward within the interval defined by $s$, which is a desirable effect. For $d > d_0$ they move out of $s$, which is not desirable. In summary, for maximum sensitivity, the focusing distance $d$ has to be kept smaller than or approximately equal to $d_0$, where $d_0$ is determined according to (30).

In the case of far-zone measurements, i.e., $d > \bar{s}$ ($d > 1, \bar{s} > 1$), it can be shown that the same requirement leads to $s^2 \approx d$. We note that this requirement ensures the maximum possible field gradient at the axis of the ANI and therefore the maximum sensitivity. However, even if the above conditions are not met, the benefits of zero on-axis incident field remain.

5. VALIDATION IN DIRECT QUANTITATIVE RECONSTRUCTION

The validation of the expected improvement due to the ANI is carried out with the SPM direct imaging method proposed in [22]. Since the method does not need analytical or numerical approximations
Figure 7. Magnitude distribution of the incident field for three different values of the distance \(d\) to the observation plane: \(d = 15\,\text{mm}\) (solid), \(24\,\text{mm}\) (dash) and \(35\,\text{mm}\) (dot) in the case of differential illumination at 3\,GHz. The separation \(s = 70\,\text{mm}\).

of the forward model, it is particularly beneficial in near-field imaging. The electrical properties of the imaged objects are reconstructed using a resolvent kernel in the forward model which is extracted from calibration measurements. These measurements are performed on two known objects: an RO representing the background medium and a calibration object (CO) formed by an electrically small scatterer embedded in the RO. The size of the electrically small scatterer must be below \(\lambda/4\), where \(\lambda\) is the shortest wavelength inside the small scatterer or that in the RO, whichever is shorter. Since the CO response provides the resolvent kernel in SPM, the rule of thumb is that if the CO cannot be reconstructed, the OUT reconstruction would not be successful either. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the CO scattered signal is detectable by the imaging system, i.e., it is well above the noise floor and the measurement uncertainties. In some challenging scenarios and particularly in biomedical imaging, the raw data can be significantly corrupted by attenuation, noise, and positioning uncertainties, which may hinder the successful detection of the point scatterer. In such cases, it is recommended to enlarge the scatterer size and/or the contrast. On the other hand, the small scatterer in the CO should be small enough to feature an approximately uniform internal field distribution which is assumed in the forward model of SPM [22]. If the scatterer is not electrically small and its response is a summation of point scatterers, the acquired response is not a system point-spread function and the reconstruction is likely to fail. Also, the permittivity of the small scatterer in the CO should be close to that of the OUT in order to get the most accurate quantitative results. However, good qualitative reconstruction is attainable with any permittivity of the small scatterer as long as multiple scattering is negligible. These considerations regarding the size and permittivity of the small scatterer serve as guidelines when choosing the CO.

Note that since SPM is a direct inversion method, it is incapable of taking into account mutual coupling effects as well as the multiple scattering in the OUT. Therefore, it is limited to the weak-scattering problems.

5.1. Cross-Range Resolution Study

To investigate the resolution limits for both the conventional and axial-null illuminations, we simulate an OUT consisting of 2 dielectric cubes of 5\,mm\(^3\) volume with relative permittivity of \(\varepsilon_{\text{OUT}} = 1.2 - i0.0\) (Fig. 8). The RO is chosen to be air, while the CO has a small dielectric cube of 5\,mm\(^3\) volume with relative permittivity of \(\varepsilon_{\text{CO}} = 1.1 - i0\), placed in the center of the imaged plane. Note that the RO data have been used for reconstruction only in the conventional illumination case.

The ANI array has a separation \(s = 70\,\text{mm}\). The distance between the transmitting and receiving
planes is 50 mm. The focusing distance from the transmitters to the middle of imaged objects is 15 mm. In both illumination schemes, the transmitters and the receivers are half-wavelength dipoles (the physical length is adjusted at each frequency) at frequencies from 5 GHz to 9 GHz.

To investigate the cross-range resolution, three cases are considered: dielectric cubes at edge-to-edge distances of Δy = 20 mm, 10 mm and 5 mm (Fig. 8).

Figure 9 shows a cut of the reconstructed relative permittivity of two dielectric cubes along the y axis in the case of conventional illumination. It is evident that at 8 GHz the two objects merge into one when the edge-to-edge distance is 5 mm. Thus, the estimated resolution limit is about λ/4, where λ = 37.5 mm is the free-space wavelength at 8 GHz. This result is in agreement with the estimated cross-range resolution in the conventional illumination case given in Eq. (14).
In the case of ANI, the reconstructed relative permittivities of the imaged cubes at 7 GHz are shown in Fig. 10. In all three cases, it is possible to differentiate the two objects. Fig. 11 shows that in the case of ANI and when $\Delta y = 5\,\text{mm}$, the two objects can still be distinguished well at 5.7 GHz. Therefore, the estimated cross-range resolution is approximately $\lambda/10$, where $\lambda = 52.6\,\text{mm}$ is the free-space wavelength at 5.7 GHz. This result is in agreement with the theory presented above where it has been shown that the cross-range resolution for the ANI case can be improved by at least a factor of 2 in comparison with the conventional illumination.

5.2. Experimental Example 1

The experimental setup consists of five identical open-end waveguides at the top and one at the bottom as shown in Fig. 12. The four waveguides at the corners of the top array realize an ANI, whereas the central waveguide serves as a conventional single-source illumination element. The waveguide at the bottom serves as a receiver only. We acquire only forward-scattered signals with both illumination schemes. The ANI elements are connected to separate vector network analyzer ports and the respective transmission coefficients to the receiving open waveguide at the bottom plane are acquired. These transmission coefficients are added to produce a total response that emulates simultaneous illumination. Note that the four elements of the ANI array are oriented so that this total response is near zero in the baseline measurement; in practice, it varies from $-60\,\text{dB}$ to $-53\,\text{dB}$ across the X-band range.

The ANI array has a separation of 95 mm and the focusing distance equals 50 mm as calculated from (30) for the 8 GHz frequency. The presented illumination structure in Fig. 12 is part of the planar-raster acquisition system. The imaged area is 20 cm by 20 cm. The sampling step in both lateral directions is 5 mm [30].

The imaged dielectric cylinders of 1 cm height and 1 cm diameter have complex relative permittivity of $\varepsilon_{\text{OUT}} = \varepsilon'_{\text{OUT}} - i\varepsilon''_{\text{OUT}} = 50 - i0$ (Fig. 13). The CO used consists of air with a dielectric cylinder identical to those in OUT, placed in the center of the imaged plane. The cylinder represents a point scatterer and its size determines the expected imaging resolution [22].

The reconstructed OUT using the SPM with the conventional illumination and ANI is shown in Fig. 14. Notice that the RO data have not been used in neither of the reconstructions. It is observed that the quality of the reconstructed images in the ANI case is much better since the detrimental effect of the baseline signal is minimized by ANI. On the contrary, Fig. 14(a) demonstrates the conventional-case scenario where the reconstructed image is obtained from the OUT data being a superposition of the baseline and scattered signals. We emphasize that the same reconstruction method is used in
Figure 13. Schematic view of four identical dielectric cylinders serving as OUT. The separation
distances are chosen approximately equal to $\lambda_0/4$, $\lambda_0/2$ and $\lambda_0$ at the central frequency of the X-band.

Figure 14. Qualitative reconstruction results of four dielectric cylinders for the frequency sweep from
8 GHz to 12 GHz: (a) with conventional illumination and (b) with ANI. Transmission coefficients only
are processed in this example. The results are normalized to 1.

generating both images in Fig. 14. The improvement observed in Fig. 14(b) is entirely due to the
proposed axial-null illumination scheme.

As a final observation, we note that the dynamic range of the reconstructed images is larger in the
ANI case compared to that in the conventional illumination case (Fig. 14).

5.3. Experimental Example 2

For the second example, we attempt to image objects behind drywall with the ANI and with conventional
illumination. Photos of the OUT and some of its components are shown in Fig. 15. The OUT consists
of a piece of drywall of size 47 cm by 36 cm by 1.3 cm, a drywood stud of size 47 cm by 8.8 cm by 3.7 cm
and a plastic water pipe of 1.6 cm diameter together with an insulated three-wire electric cable. Since
the dielectric permittivity of the drywall is relatively small ($\varepsilon_r \approx 2.2$, $\tan \delta \approx 0.01$ as per [31]), we use
the same experimental setup consisting of X-band air-filled waveguides as in the previous experiment
(see Fig. 12). However, this time we are interested in the reflection measurements only since such
scenarios admit only single-side access. Thus, the receiver at the bottom has been removed. In the case
of ANI, the central element of the top array transmits with the respective four transmission coefficients
acquired. We use a 4-port test set allowing for a multi-port acquisition. It has been observed that this
4-port test set carries a considerable amount of attenuation, on the order of 5 dB to 10 dB depending
Figure 15. The OUT consisting of drywall of size 47 cm by 36 cm by 1.3 cm, a piece of dry-wood stud of size 47 cm by 8.8 cm by 3.7 cm, a water pipe of 1.6 cm in diameter attached to the left side of the stud, and a three-wire electric cable attached to the right side of the stud: (a) the isometric view of the whole OUT upside down and (b) the top view of the disassembled OUT (part to be imaged is shown only). The imaged area is shown with a red square. The correspondence between the screw 1 and its hole 2 in the dry wood is shown with the red dashed arrow. The wood knot is shown as object 3 whereas the metallic brace attaching the pipe to dry wood is shown as object 4.

Figure 16. Qualitative reconstruction results for the second experiment: with conventional illumination (a) normalized magnitude and (b) phase in degrees, and with ANI (c) normalized magnitude and (d) phase in degrees. The frequency sweep is from 8 GHz to 12 GHz. The contour lines of the cable are dot black, the contour lines of the dry wood are solid red, the contour lines of the pipe are dashed black, and the contour lines of metallic objects are solid white (a circle and a square).
on frequency. In order to ensure that the measurements with ANI setup are reasonable, we include amplification to counteract the loss of power.

Since we aim at qualitative reconstruction, the CO is chosen to be a metallic cylinder attached to the bottom of the drywall and placed at the center of the imaged plane. The cylinder is 1 cm in height and 1 cm in diameter.

In the conventional illumination case, only the reflection coefficient at the central element of the array is acquired (Fig. 12). Therefore, the 4-port test set is not used in this case. Also, since it is a reflection measurement, an amplifier cannot be used. Ultimately, the output power is $-2\text{dBm}$ in the conventional illumination case whereas the output power in the ANI case is $14\text{dBm}$.

The ANI array has a separation of 95 mm and the focusing distance is 5 mm which is in agreement with Eq. (30) for the 8 GHz frequency. The planar-raster acquisition system is used with the imaged area being 25 cm by 25 cm. The sampling step in both lateral directions is 2 mm.

Using the SPM, the imaged OUT in the conventional illumination case and in the ANI case is shown in Fig. 16. We observe more detailed reconstruction with all the objects being distinguishable in the case of ANI. In the conventional illumination case, there is a significant artifact along the $x$ and $y$ axes. Also, the water pipe cannot be seen.

As in the previous example, the dynamic range of the images in the ANI case exceeds that in the conventional illumination case. However, this time such a significant difference in the dynamic ranges is explained by using an amplifier for the measurements with ANI.

6. CONCLUSION

Rigorous proof of the improvement in cross-range resolution in the multi-illumination case compared to the conventional single-source illumination is developed. Based on this, an optimized ANI scheme for near-field microwave imaging is proposed. Due to the intrinsic antisymmetry of such illumination, the baseline signals are suppressed down to the noise level of the measurement system. Therefore, the proposed axial-null illumination simplifies the calibration process by eliminating the need to acquire the responses in the scatterer-free background. On the other hand, the sharp gradient of the field magnitude within the separation distance provides high sensitivity to the position of a scatterer.

The discussed improvements are expected to occur not only for the direct SPM imaging method used here for validation purposes, but also for any other imaging technique that exploits wave-like physical fields. This is because the improvement results from the geometrical configuration of emitters and sensors as well as the fast-changing incident field distribution, and not the specifics of the reconstruction method.

The initial experimental results obtained with four X-band open-end waveguides demonstrate a better reconstruction quality in the ANI case over conventional single-source illumination provided that no RO data has been used. As the next step, we plan to undertake an extensive experimental study of ANI using the antennas introduced in [32].

Finally, we note that in principle, the field distribution with zero field at the center can be achieved at the step of processing the data coming from multiple sensors. In this way, there is no need for a complicated hardware while all the benefits of ANI can still be preserved.
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